
Snapstak Plus

Application note

Application note purpose
This is intended to provide notice on the availability of a new snap-in hanger that is approved by maintenance and engineering as an option for 
installing hybrid fiber and coaxial cables. The SnapStak Plus part number SSH-XL is designed to attach all hybrid fiber and coaxial cables with 
diameters that range between 36mm and 51mm. This covers the 6x12 hybrid and 1-5/8” coax feeders respectively. The hanger is universally 
compatible across all manufacturer’s cable brands.

Applicability
The SnapStak plus hanger number SSH-XL is suitable for tower installation where snap-in hangers would normally be selected. All hybrid fiber 
and coaxial cables with a diameter over jacket in a range between 36mm and 51mm and all manufacturer brands. 

Selection of a SnapStak Plus hanger eliminates the need for rubber grommet inserts.  Lower hanger material cost and reduced installation time 
can be realized by choosing this option where possible.

SnapStak Plus part number, SSH-XL is approved by Verizon Wireless.

Related documents
CommScope installation bulletin 7722311, product brochure BR-110652.

Definitions
Snap-in hanger: Coaxial cable hanger option typically used when towers have cable ladders with ¾” mounting holes.

Grommet: Rubber inserts used to adapt fiber and hybrid cables to coaxial size hangers.

SnapStak Plus: Universal cable hanger designed to hold hybrid fiber, fiber, power and coaxial cables without the need for a grommet. Each 
hanger part number will hold a range of cable diameters as indicated in its respective specification sheet.

Flex section adjusts to cable size Front latches are inserted into ¾” hole  
and released

http://www.commscope.com/catalog/doc/pdf/12025/SSH-XL_Installation_Bulletin.pdf
http://www.commscope.com/SiteSearch/?q=br-110652
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Everyone communicates. It’s the essence of 
the human experience. How we communicate 
is evolving. Technology is reshaping the way we 
live, learn and thrive. The epicenter of this 
transformation is the network—our passion. 
Our experts are rethinking the purpose, role 
and usage of networks to help our customers 
increase bandwidth, expand capacity, enhance 
efficiency, speed deployment and simplify 
migration. From remote cell sites to massive 
sports arenas, from busy airports to state-of-
the-art data centers—we provide the essential 
expertise and vital infrastructure your business 
needs to succeed. The world’s most advanced 
networks rely on CommScope connectivity.
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